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A BELLEVUE HOME WINS ON THE BASIS OF STYLE POINTS
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Along the kitchen's
window wall, a simple backsplash becomes a
focal point by reaching all the way to the ceiling.

'

lnspired by the owners'

beloved baby grand, Fomichev designed the
kitchen island to echo the instrument's shape.
Square windows
located above the kitchen cabinetry inspired the
square tiles used on the same

wall-or,

was it the

other way around?

The

tight

configuration of one microwave and two Miele
ovens adds upto efficiency;an adjacent lowcounter,

serving all three appliances, is the perfect place to

set hot

Open

dishes

shelving beneath the "working" end of the island
steps up the convenience of this kitchen, as does
the fact that the pantry has no cumbersome door.

witl'r co or," 1:omichev says. As a resu t, playlul touches abound, from

warrn the entire area with rich co ors and textures. And the look

the splrited orarge chair and checked area rug in the front ha l to

moves seamlessly outdoors, too. A double set of Euroline glass doors

n

g ass vase on the drnrng room table.

(that tilt inward for ventilation) opens up to an expansive ironwood

The furnishings are stylish yet comfortabLe, ln an earthy palette of

deck that extends the entertainment area with its teak furniture, heat

the giant mart

browns, !rL.ens ard golds punched up with splashes of cranberry
red.A soft c,henliie sola and boid y patterned chairs beckon in front
of

the

ivinc; roorn fireplace, wlri e espresso brown leather chairs c uster

around the hor.rey-co or.ed dining room table and nearby kitchen
lsland, accomnroclat

rg

ar-ge glatherings. A

six-pane custorn painting

by loca artisl Blake E Kirstlne and two-toned,

l6 foot drapery

pane

s

amp and hot tub.

Throughout the house, Marrna was unafraid of breaking with
convention to rea ize both her vision and optima functionality.

the kitchen, custom cabinets by Acorn with art-glass

Ln

inserts

designed by Fomichev-were hung low to suit the homeowner's
reach. She added a small sink next to the stove,

to both fi I and empty
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!i,.: ,r , r,,ni , : ril:-);-':)lit.. By using glass tile in the master bath similar to
that in the kitchen, the owners not only cut down their number of design
decisions but created a sense ofcontinuitrtoo. i'r ,:,':r-;,,1
"His" and "her" vanities are divided by a taller column of drawer storage in

the master bathroom, giving Greg and Marina their own separate spaces.
The latter seemingly floats off the floor, giving the room a more airy
ambiance in the process. i.Lr,,r ir.. :,: ; :.,.ri:iri.,;: A double stack of
horizontal windows balances the strong vertical lines of this space where

ri.,

thebacksplash meetsthetravertinewall,forinstance.':

iii:

Minimalism is infinitely more soothing than cluttered chaos, so

it make:

sense that this master bedroom is furnished with little more than the
requisite bed and nightstand. ;
r, ; ;:r . Throughout this
house, the difference is in the details; the decorative doors leading to the
master bedroom are just one example.

Lena Fomichev LF Interror Design, (425) 466 9515

KD Pro Landscape Services, (206) 730 7256

j

pots, and insisted on positioning her mlcrowave and two Miele
ovens (one conventional and one steam) for best access, adding a
low counter for depositing hot dishes.
The peaceful coexistence of fashion and function makes its way

end of the serenity scale, a media room just down the hall-complete

with a 1O-foot movie screen, a pool table and a bar keep the place
jumping, and a mirrored studio makes dance practice convenient for
the ltkins' 1 6-yearold daughter.

warms both bedroom and bath, Understated furnishings in the for-

Reflecting on the fruit of their abors, Fomichev says modestly,
"The tkins'strong vision was a big help.I just made it a itte better."

mer create a sense of serenity; in the latter, travertine surrounds the

Clearly pleased with the final resu t, Marina adds,"lt's just what we

to the second floor,too. In the master suite,a two-sided gas firep ace

double shower and soaking tub,while mosaic

A ass

tiles sparkle on

wanted. Sometlmes we would rather stay in because lt's so nice here.

home a little more!" a

the tub front and above the double sinks. Plus,java-stained cabinetry

Jt keeps us

and a freestanding shelf add some deeper notes. But at the opposite
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